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CONTROL STRUCTURES

 Control statements are used to change the 
flow of execution of a program so as to 
perform repetition of some actions or to aid 
in decision-making.

 Control structures are basically of 3 types:-

 Sequence

 Selection 

 Iteration



 Sequence:- It means the statements are 

executed sequentially.

Statement-1

Statement-2

Statement-3



 Selection/decision construct:- It means the 

execution of statements depend upon a test-

condition. If it is true, then true-statement 

block is executed, otherwise false-statement 

block is executed.



Condition

False-statement block

True-statement block

false

true



 Iteration/Looping:- It means repetition of a 

set of statements based upon a test condition.

Condition

True-statement 
block

false

true

Exit condition



DECISION STRUCTURES 
(SELECTION CONSTRUCTS)

 VB provides 2 types of selection constructs:-

 If statement

 Select case statement



 IF-STATEMENT:- VB defines If statement in 
various ways:-

 If…Then statement:- It tests a particular condition; 
if the condition evaluates to true, the statement 
block following it is executed; otherwise it is 
ignored. It’s syntax is:-

If (test condition) Then

statement block

End If









 If…Then…Else statement:- Here if the test 
condition is true then the statement block 
associated with the If statement is executed; 
otherwise the statement block associated with Else
statement is executed. It’s syntax is:-

If (test condition) Then

statement block

Else

statement block

End If









 If…Then…ElseIf statement:- This statement allows you to test a 
number of mutually exclusive cases & only execute one statement block 
for the case that is true first. It’s syntax is:-

If (test condition-1) Then

statement block

ElseIf (test condition-2) Then

statement block

ElseIf (test condition-3) Then

statement block

……………….

Else

statement block

End If









 Nested Ifs:- A nested If is an If that has another If in it’s If’s body or in it’s else’s body. It’s syntax is:-

If (expression-1) Then

…………

If (expression-2) Then

statement-1

Else

statement-2

…………...

End If

Else

……………

If (expression-3) Then

statement-3

Else

statement-4

…………...

End If

End If









 SELECT…CASE STATEMENT:- This statement is used to handle 
multiple-choice conditions better than If-else (where the code becomes 
complex in case of multiple conditions). It can be used when multiple If 
statements become messy & difficult to read. It’s syntax is:-

Select case expression

Case value

statement block

Case value

statement block

……………….

Case Else

statement block

End Select









LOOPING/ITERATION 
STRUCTURES
 The looping structures of VB are classified as:-

 Sentinel-controlled loop structures:- They iterate 
or repeat statements until a special value called 
sentinel value (or terminating value) contains a 
certain value to indicate. It contains 2 types of 
looping structures:-

1) Do loop

2) While…wend loop



 Counter-controlled loop structure:- It 

requires a counter variable (or loop counter) 

which is incremented (or decremented) in 

every iteration. Loop terminates when the 

counter value reaches a particular value. It 

includes following loop structure:-

1) For…next loop



 FOR…NEXT LOOP:- It is used when you know 
exactly how many times the code must be repeated. 
It is an entry-controlled loop. It’s syntax is:-

For <variable name> = <start_val> step 
<increment_val>

statement block

Next <counter_var>







 DO LOOP STRUCTURE:- VB defines 4 

flavours of Do loop:-

 Do While…Loop

 Do…Loop While

 Do Until…Loop

 Do…Loop Until



 Do While…Loop:- It is used when you want to test 
a condition & if the condition is true then only you 
want to repeat the statements. It is an entry-
controlled loop. It’s syntax is:-

Do While (test-condition)

statement block

Loop







 Do…Loop While:- It is a variation of do 

while…loop. It is an exit-controlled loop.

It’s syntax is:-

Do

statement block

Loop While(<comparison test>)  







 Do Until…Loop:- The keyword until means that as 
long as the comparison test is not true, the loop 
repeats. As soon as it becomes true, the loop 
terminates. It is an entry-controlled loop. It’s 
syntax is:-

Do Until(<comparison test>)

statement block

Loop







 Do…Loop Until:- It is same as that of do 
until…loop except that here <comparison 
test is evaluated at the end of the iteration. It 
is an exit-controlled loop. It’s syntax is:-

Do

statement block

Loop Until(<comparison test>)







 WHILE…WEND LOOP:- It is same as do 

while loop. It is used in situations where the 

loop will execute at least once. It is an entry-

controlled loop. It’s syntax is:-

While (<comparison test>)

statement block

Wend







PROCEDURES
 A procedure is a named unit of a group of 

program statements that performs a well-defined 
task.

 Reasons for using procedures:-

 Save programming time by allowing reuse of the 
same code in a program again & again.

 Allow to break-up large or complex tasks into 
understandable pieces.

 Allow to modularize your program.



TYPES OF PROCEDURES
 Sub procedures:- The procedures that do not 

return a value.

 Function procedures:- The procedures that return 
a value.

 Property procedures:- The procedures that can 
return & assign values, & set references to objects.



SUB PROCEDURE/ SUB 
ROUTINE/ SUB

 A sub procedure or sub routine or sub is a 

procedure that performs a task but does not 

return a value.

 For declaring it, we use Sub keyword.

 The sub procedures in VB are of 2 types:-

 General procedure

 Event procedure



 General procedure:- It is the one that tells an 

application how to perform a specific task. Once it 

is defined, it must be specifically invoked by the 

application.

 Event procedure:- It is a procedure associated with

specific event of an object &  are named in a way 

that indicates the object & event clearly. For e.g.-

click event procedure linked to a command button, 

say cmdOK is named as cmdOK_Click.



 WORKING WITH SUB PROCEDURES:-

 Before you create sub procedures, you must 

determine following things:-

 It’s role & purpose.

 It’s arguments.

 It’s scope i.e. whether private or public.



 Syntax for creating sub procedure:-

Sub procedure name (argument list)

statement block

End Sub

 The “argument list” here consists of a list of 
argument names (which may or may not be present 
with a sub procedure) separated by commas. The 
syntax for declaring arguments is:-

variable name [( )] [As Type]



 CALLING A SUB PROCEDURE:- Each time the 

procedure is called, the statements  between Sub & 

End Sub are executed. 

 In VB, a sub procedure can be called in 2 ways:-

 With a Call statement:- It’s syntax is:-

Call sub routine name (arg1, arg2, arg3, ....)

 Without a Call statement:- It’s syntax is:-

Sub routine name arg1, arg2, arg3, ………







FUNCTION PROCEDURES
 A Function is a procedure that performs a specific task & 

returns a value.

 For declaring it, we use Function keyword.

 Basically there are 2 types of functions:-

 User-defined functions- that user creates.

 Built-in/ intrinsic/ library functions- that are already 
defined as a part of VB.

For user-defined functions, there is a 2 step process:-

1) Function definition- The actual code of function is                  
written. This is known as declaring the function.

2) Function call- It means to invoke the function. This is 
known as using the function.



 WORKING WITH FUNCTION 
PROCEDURES:-

 Before creating functions, you must 
determine following things:-

 It’s role & purpose.

 It’s arguments.

 It’s scope.

 The return value.



 Syntax for creating function procedures:-Function

procedure name (argument list) [As type]

 CALLING A FUNCTION PROCEDURE:-

For Function call, we cannot use call statement. So, 

the syntax for calling a function in VB is:-

variable name= function name (argument list)











 Note:- You can also add procedures to your 

program by using Procedure menu option 

as:-

Open the module code window -> Select Tools 

-> Add procedure -> Set options according 

to your choice -> Click Ok.



CONTROL ARRAYS
 A control array is a group of controls that share 

the same name type and the same event procedures. 
Adding controls with control arrays uses fewer 
resources than adding multiple control of same 
type at design time.

 A control array can be created only at design time, 
and at the very minimum at least one control must 
belong to it. You create a control array following 
one of these three methods:-



 You create a control and then assign a numeric, non-
negative value to its Index property; you have thus created 
a control array with just one element.

 You create two controls of the same class and assign them 
an identical Name property. Visual Basic shows a dialog 
box warning you that there's already a control with that 
name and asks whether you want to create a control array. 
Click on the Yes button. 

 You select a control on the form, press Ctrl+C to copy it to 
the clipboard, and then press Ctrl+V to paste a new 
instance of the control, which has the same Name property 
as the original one. Visual Basic shows the warning 
mentioned in the previous bullet. 



 MERITS OF USING CONTROL ARRAYS:-

 Controls that belong to the same control array 
share the same set of event procedures which 
enhances reduction of code to a large extent.

 You can dynamically add new elements to a 
control array at run time; in other words, you can 
effectively create new controls that didn't exist at 
design time.

 Elements of control arrays consume fewer 
resources than regular controls.
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